
RSMU Constitution Changes and Amendments 
Proposer: Chris Carter, RSMU President 

Seconders: Megan Facey, RSMU Honorary Secretary 
Anthony Onwuli, RSMU Ordinary Member 

 
Union Notes: 

1. That Constituent Unions have constitutions, amendments to which must be ratified 
by Union Council 

2. That the RSMU’s Executive (unanimously) and General Committees (18 for, 1 
against) have voted in favour of amending the RSMU’s Constitution to: 

a. State that the Vice President (Clubs and Societies) becomes President pro 
tempore in the event of a vacancy for President, rather than the Vice 
President (Activities and Events), and to allow for temporary absences of the 
President (Constitution 5.3.1) 

b. Refer only to “permanent vacancies” of the office of President (Constitution 
5.4) 

c. Slightly alter the roles of Vice President (Education) and Vice President 
(Welfare) so that they cannot be held jointly (Regulation 1B.3) 

d. Refer to the official ICU resignation process (Regulation 1B.4) 
e. Remove some lines of the ‘Campaigning and Publicity’ and ‘Unfair Practises’ 

sections of ‘Regulation 2 – Elections’ so they do not contradict the ICU 
Elections Rules (Regulation 2D and 2I) 

f. Add the RSMU President to the composition of the Clubs and Societies Board 
(Regulation 3C.4) 

g. Replace all references to Academic Liaison Officer and Student Welfare 
Officer with Vice President (Education) and Vice President (Welfare) 
respectively (Regulation 3D.5 and 3H.4) 

h. Increase the number of members on the Misconduct Review Committee from 
5 to 7 in line with the recent promotion of the Vice President (Education) and 
Vice President (Welfare) to Executive Committee roles (Regulation 3H.3) 

i. Slightly alter the process for selecting the members of the Misconduct 
Review Committee (Regulation 3H.5) 

j. Rename the role of ‘Honorary Junior Treasurer’ to ‘Honorary Treasurer’ and 
replace all references to ‘Honorary Junior Treasurer’ to ‘Honorary Treasurer’ 
(throughout) 

3. That the proposed amendments and changes are outlined in Appendices 
 
Union Believes: 

1. The RSMU Vice President (Clubs and Societies) is more equipped to take on the role 
of President in the event of an absence or vacancy. 

2. That the alteration of the roles of Vice President (Education) and (Welfare) are 
appropriate to bring these positions in line with other Executive Committee roles 

3. The changes Regulation 2 are appropriate to limit contradictions between the RSMU 
Constitution and any ICU policies or bye-laws. 

4. The inclusion of the RSMU President on the RSMU Clubs and Societies Board is 
appropriate and will allow for greater representation of the RSMU’s Clubs and 
Societies. 



5. That the RSMU Constitution should not include references to roles which no longer 
exist and should be altered accordingly to refer to the currently existing relevant 
roles. 

6. The full Executive Committee should be included on the RSMU’s Misconduct Review 
Committee to make sure decisions are made fairly and justifiably. 

7. That the potential for delays to the Misconduct Review Process should be minimised 
8. The RSMU reserves the right to rename its Committee roles at any time (subject to 

Council approval) and that the name ‘Honorary Treasurer’ is appropriate. 
 
Union Resolves: 

1. To ratify the constitutional changes detailed above. 
 

Appendix 1 – Changes regarding Presidential succession and 
temporary absences 
The RSMU Constitution currently states: 
 

 
 
Changes 
In the event that the President is unable to fulfil their duties, the role of President will now 
be taken on by the Vice President (Clubs and Societies), and a pathway for temporary 
vacancies will be added (necessary due to fieldwork commonly undertaken by members of 
the Department of Earth Science and Engineering – can be up to 6 weeks) 
 
The Vice President (Clubs and Societies) is a more Union-facing role, holding a seat on the 
Imperial College Union Clubs, Societies and Projects Board. They also hold financial 
responsibility for the RSMU Management Group. 
 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 
 



 

Appendix 2 – Changes to the roles of Vice President (Clubs and 
Societies) and Vice President (Activities and Events) 
The RSMU Constitution currently states: 
 

 
 
Changes 
Last year, the RSMU Committee promoted the roles of Academic Liaison Officer and Student 
Welfare Officer to Vice President (Education) and Vice President (Welfare) respectively, such 
that they now sit on the RSMU Executive Committee. These changes have been beneficial to 
the RSMU, but there remained some inconsistencies in the Constitution between the 
treatment of these new Executive roles and the rest of the Executive Committee.  
 
This change aims to remedy this discrepancy, so that each role may be held by only one 
member (in line with the rest of the Executive Committee roles). 
 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 
 



 
 

Appendix 3 – Changes to the resignation process 
The RSMU Constituiton currently states: 
 

 
 
Changes 
While notification of the RSMU President (or ICU President) is helpful and encouraged, 
practically the ICU Activities team must also be notified – this change constitutionalises that. 
 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 

 
 

Appendix 4 – Changes to ‘Regulation 2 – Elections’ 
The RSMU Constitution currently states: 

 

 
 

 
 



(fyi. the numbering system breaks down in the Constitution slightly before this point, that’s 
why there’s some discrepancies – I’ve fixed it in the new version) 
 
Changes 
Some points in this Regulation directly contradict the ICU Election rules – these have been 
removed to avoid confusion. 
 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Appendix 5 - Changes to the composition of the RSMU Clubs and 
Societies Committee 
 
The RSMU Constitution currently states: 

 
 
Changes 
The composition of the Committee has been altered to include the RSMU President (this is, 
currently the only RSMU Committee that the President does not have a seat on) and 
remove the ICU President (who, frankly, has bigger fish to fry). 



 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 
 

 

Appendix 6 – Changes to the composition of the RSMU Academic and 
Welfare Committee 
The RSMU Constitution currently states: 
 

 
 
Changes 
As previously specified, the Academic Liaison and Student Welfare Officers have been 
promoted to an Executive level role and renamed – this change reflects that. 
 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 
 



 

 
 

Appendix 7 – Changes to the composition of the RSMU Misconduct 
Review Committee  
The RSMU Constitution currently states: 

 
 
Changes 
H3 states an incorrect number of members – this has been amended to reflect the change in 
composition of the Executive Committee.  
 
H4 contains an inaccurate description of the Executive Committee – this has been amended 
to reflect the change in composition of the Executive Committee. 
 



H5 refers to the ‘RESMU Welfare Officer’ (excuse the typo), a role which a) no longer exists 
and b) is now already included on the Misconduct Review Policy. The second replacement 
for an individual has been amended to allow a second replacement to be chosen by the 
remaining members of the Misconduct Review Committee, which will hopefully reduce 
delays in this process. 
 
The RSMU Constitution will be amended to state: 
 
 

 
 
 


